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The number of laws and rulings produced is increasìng at a speed greater 
than man's ability to understand them. Traditional technological systems, 
such as databases and hypertexts, have met this problem until now. Those 
databases, however, that allow a document subset to be selected, beginning 
from a much more numerous set, do not help the user to understand what 
the relationship is among these documents. 

Hypertext systems, analogously, begin with one document and permit 
correlatéd documents to be accessed, but do not provide a complete view 
of the relations existing among thern. 

This report introduces the HTLEX system that files the links among legai 
documents and manages them in a database. The system is able to dyna
mically supply the chains of logie links, that are generated when a document 
is selected, and to represent these links by utiiising a graphic interface 
allowing for hypertext navigation. 

1bis graphic hypertext may be intetpreted as representing experience; 
which is understood as both the abilicy to make available and immediately 
utilise an intelligently created set of logie chains that !ogically conncct concept.s. 

HTLEX utilises a file of links made up of citations and accomplishes Vanne
var Bush's aim set out in his essay ~As We May Think». «The lawyer ha.s 
at his own disposition the opinions and associated decisions of his entire 
experience, as well as those of his friends and those of the authorities». 

2. LEGAL INTERPRETATION AND ExPERIENCE 

The occupation of legal experts is to give meaning to a collection of 
concepts that ref er to an event, that are contained in the laws, rnlings and 
authorities and that are intrinsìcally interconnected. 

This activity is denominated legai interpretation and is based upon in-
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tel!i.gence (from the Latin words <inter legere>; to tie together); this is the 
abilìty to logìcal!y connect the concepts and the information contained in 
the documents, and upon expaience, which is the ability to make the 
resuh::s of the processes of intelligence attainable, and therefore usable. 

Legai interpretation essentially consists of connecting the concepts found 
·,v-ithin the documents which are the laws, rulings and authorities .. 

Until now technology was only directed toward automatìng the docu
ment selection phase. Now it can be used to represent the relative connec
tions that appear among them. 

W e shall see in the following how the HTLEX system can be an aìd to legai 
interpretation by means of automated management, not only of the informa-· 
tion in the documents but above all of a fììe of logie links connecting them. 

3. HTIEX: THE LINK DATABASE 

The enactment of a law is usually without meaning if irs content is not 
integrateci with other laws, and with the logically linked rulings resulting 
from it. 

An inrelligent person has the ability to follow tl1e document chain be
ginning from a document and is, i1, some way, abie to find the other 
documents connectcd with the first one. 

The expert keeps the image of the logica! connections among the docu
ments useful in solving a given problem in mind. This ailows him to 
identify the needed documents immediately. 

The problem is that of representing experience, which is understood as 
the abiiity to identify the documents and the inter-related information that 
is uscful in a specific context. 

1'h l • • ,- l • ak h , • l . I e OL11ect1ve or t 1e HTLEX systcm 1s .:o m e t e knowlec ge aboul tne 
laws and mlings accessìble even to the non-specialist. 

Tbe I-fI1,EX system is patticularly useful in reconstructing unified logica1 
paths within a network consisting of all the possib!e ìogical paths among the 
documents. These are selected by mcans of the following types of questions: 

1. Which arcides of the law are connected to Lli.at being examined? 
2. Which artidcs of the law are connected to the artides of the law 

connected to the one being ex,unined? 

n. Which articles of the law 2.rc connected ... , to the articles of the law ... 
connected to the one being examined? 

The system then shifts its attention from documents to logie links. The 
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objective is no longer to store and manage the document, but to connect 
the several documents logically. 

T o rnake the system operative it is necessary to create a database in 
advance which files the logie links needed to utilise the system. It is also 
necessary to dassify the àocuments according to a unifo1m standard. 

The following example refers to Italian aàrninistrative law and uses a 
file of citations, both explicitly contained in the iaw and obtained by fo-st 
researching and then processing the records of the Itaiian Supreme Court. 

A standard borrowed from that used by the Italgiure system of the Supre
me Court was used to identify a rule. In particular, the system prototype 
utilised a file of about 10,000 links suuctured in records of the standard of the 
active rule in effect, the type of link and the standard of the passive rule. 

The user must provide the system with the standard of the rule, be
ginning from the one which he wishes to analyse the citations. 

Recursivity in selectìng the links is effected by means of normal data 
processing systems. This permits the dynamic reconstruction of the 
following tables, starting from a specific article of the law. 

The first column of the followmg t.a.bles contains the nonna.tive standard of 
the arride of the selected law. Each line of thc table contains a cbain of cit.ations. 

T able 1 comains the chains of the active citations, that is to say the 
articles of laws linked to one another that finish in calling up the ntle 
under exammat10n. 

TABLE l. Table of Acti·ve Cit.ations fmm DPCi.t 1988 12 27 
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TABLE 2. Passive Cit.1tions 
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can be disorienting if one ìs unable to appreciate how the documents relate 
to one another. 

One way to avoid this problem is to utilise a graphic representation of 
this complexity which is difficult to communicate in more structured ways. 
The HTLEX system uses an interface that graphically represents the docu
ments and their related links. 

Tue abscissa is associated with the year of the document and the ordinate 
with the progressive number that identifies the document within tbe year. 

The circle represents a law; the position of the circle is consequently 
associated with the progressive number of the law and the year in which 
it was promulgated. The segment that joins two circles represents the link 
between the two documents. 

The graphic interface utilises the data contained in the dynamically 
constructed tabies contaìning the normative reference chains. 

Table 3 represents an example of the genera! citations that are genera
ted beginning from Authorities of 27 December 1988 concerning the orga
nization of the Itaìian Presidencv of the Councìl of Ministers (DPCM 1988 

✓ 

12 27). 
A variation of this graph represents, on the ordinates, the progressive 

number that identifies it within the year, insread of the date of the document 
within the year. 

TABLE 3. Graph of Cit,uions (year, month ar:d day) from DPCM .1988 12 27 
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When the symbol that represents the law is selected, a table appears, 
showing which articies of the law are represented. Selecting the standard 
that identifies the article of the law causes the system to open a window 
containing the relative text. In this way more than one window having 
tables, graphs and texts can be kept open. 

Another type of representatìon shows which are the citations among 
the various articles of the sarne law (see Table 4). The articles are represen
ted on the abscissa and the ordinate. The symbol on the point of the x and 
y co-ordinates represents a reference between Artide x and Artide y. 

'TABLE 4. Graph of Citations among the Articles of the Same Law 
from DPCAf 1988 12 27 
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These graphic representations either make it. immediately cornprehen
sibìe to the user, or at !east provide a rather precise idea of where the user 
is from the initial reading of a law. 

5. 'fHE PuRPOSE Of lJSING HTLEX 

Understanding rhe law should not necessarily be the exciusive dominion 
of legai prof essionals, such as lawyers and judges, but should be accessible 
to who ever may be interested. 
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T o achieve this a documentati on system facilitating the interpretation of 
a complex legai system, often distinguished by a large number of rules and 
interrelated regulations, is necessary. 

Tue aim of the HTLEX system is to avoid dissipating the experience of 
those who have interpreted complicated legai ìssues. In parricular, it seeks 
to preserve the logical associa.tions; starting from the most common ones, 
suc:h as explicit citations, and going to thcse which are more complicated, 
such as analogies and logical references, in arder to make them more acces
sible to others. 

T echnological development offers the possibility of creating a file of 
references containing a great number of records extracted by scrutinising 
the statutes. 

Tbe heart of the system is the loading of a structured file with links 
initiaily created by scanning legislative sources. In Italy these include The 
Offoial Government Gazette, The Regional Bullerin and The Gazette of 
the European Union. The availability of acts, the electronic medium and 
the formatted standardisation of citations can allow texts to be perused 
automatically. This archive could be used to trace tbe logie links between 
the norms of the European Union and those of the Member States, and 
from these to those on the regiona] level. 

The system could permit a user to analyse what may happen if a new 
legislative act were introduced. In amending a law whìch is in force in order 
to understand the consequences of such an amendment requires the know
ledge of which chain of norms support the norm that one wishes to amend. 

Beyond this, the system couìd be further utilised for the automated 
editing of co-ordinated acts by means of automated amendment of such 
documents subject to modification; the amendment could be associated to 
the link and pe1formed automatically by the cut and paste procedures, In 
this way the problem of crearing a 1mijìed ael, that represents the attempt 
to re-write a linear text hav·ing the same meaning of that which is contained 
in hypertext, is less criticai. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The HTLEX system prototype makes a contribution to the debate on 
:.rtificial intelìigence. 'Tue problem is not so much one of creating a machìne 
tha.t is capable of autonomously creating logìcal associations, but rather one 
of constructing a system that automatically yields associations produced 
anà stored by human intelligence. 
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The automatic system that has been created is aimed at aiding experience, 
not at producing artificial intelligence. The real problem is how to makc 
intellectual ability and accumulated experience available, starting from the 
knowledge and interpretation of documents. 

W e have seen how data processing can be applied to the legal field in 
order to enhance these human attributes. In particular, HTLEX's file of links 
and graphic intedace constitute a way in which we can store experience, 
in order to be able to communicate it. 
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